a network organization. These insights enable researchers to carry out quantitative analyses on the factors that influence how an organism responds to environmental variations. A rather detailed characterization, for example, has already been provided about the way in which bacterial chemotaxis is orchestrated through a specific set of coupled biochemical reactions. Another example is the understanding of how molecular chaperones are tightly regulated to respond to stress conditions. Physical approaches are also enabling advances to be made through the development of bioinformatics methods for the analysis of the vast amounts of data that are being generated at the genomic and proteomic levels. These types of analyses are revealing the hidden relationships between the various components of cellular machines and providing a way to start unraveling the tremendous complexity of the organization of the cell. Increasingly, researchers are recognizing that quantitative predictions of protein behavior may be made on the basis of the physicochemical properties of the amino acid components of proteins. For example, links have been revealed between the electrostatic charge and the hydrophobicity of polypeptide chains and their propensity to form some of the toxic aggregates associated with neurological disorders, such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases. Investigators also are determining how these same properties are related to protein concentration and expression, thus, revealing links between different aspects of protein behavior in the cell.
All of these themes will be discussed at the upcoming PhPPBC09 meeting, which is envisaged to bring to light even more connections between physics and biology. We expect that these developments will enable quantitative approaches to be formulated to increase our ability to understand and modulate the biochemical reactions taking place in the cell.
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